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VOYAGE TO INDONESIA RECORDED IN MANUSCRIPT JOURNAL

1. [WELSFORD, John Parr.] From England to St. Helena in the Francis. 1787.. [&] Batavia &
Bencoolen ... 1787 ... & ... 1788.
[1787-1788] 2 volumes. Autograph manuscripts, ink on paper. 4to (both 16 x 20cm) I. [72] pages. II. [77] pages, in
English, volume I initialled “JPW” at end, volume II signed “J.P.Welsford” at end, very good in matching contemporary
marbled paper wrappers, light wear to extremities.
Recording an account of a voyage to Batavia and Bencoolen in Indonesia from London via St. Helena in 1787
and 1788, these two manuscript journals were penned by John Parr Welsford (1760-1828), later recorded
as a broker in London at 15 Angel Court, Throgmorton Street. Here employed as purser, Welsford sailed on
the East Indiaman Francis, 789 tons, owned by Plymouth merchant and politician William Moffat (17371822), whose ships sailed on behalf of the East India Company. Captained by Robert Burrowes, the Francis
departed Portsmouth 21 February 1787, arriving safely back at the Downs 25 August 1788.

Addressing his observations to his beloved Susan, later his wife,Welsford describes in the first journal his
passage to St. Helena. Passengers aboard include then Major, later Col. Sir Robert Brooke (1744-1811),
travelling to St. Helena with his immediate family to take up the post of governor. Welsford manages to
imbue his account with detail and sentiment, describing the characters of his fellow officers and passengers,
recounting his assistance of female passengers suffering from seasickness in stormy weather, making literary
reference to Sterne, Locke and Holcroft, describing his cabin routines and conversations enjoyed on religious
and philosophical matters. He offers several interesting vignettes of life aboard ship, including meeting at
sea the Duke of Montrose East Indiaman and exchanging with the officers “hams cheese and newspapers ...
for tea, sweetmeats & c .. brought from China”, the disciplining of drunken crew members, and details of
the cargo of live animals carried aboard ship. Of particular interest is a valuable account of a costumed celebratory line-crossing ceremony organised by the sailors on passing the Equator. An account of Major Brooke’s
shark fishing escapades offers a flavour: “This week has presented us great variety of birds & fish, such as
boobies swallows &c. together with dolphins sharks turtles pilot fishes ...Yesterday morning Major Brooke
killed two young sharks by hook & line & last evening about 11 o’clock he killed another – they were all
young about 7 or 8 feet long and some of the sailors in the tail part made a luxurious meal. They first salt it
then half boil it and lastly fry it when it is good to eat ...”
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The second journal volume here contains a noteworthy twenty-five page account of Welsford’s time in
Indonesia at Batavia and Bencoolen between September 1787 and March 1788. He offers his commentary
on Batavia, where a cargo of nutmeg and cloves was purchased after the European goods carried on the
Francis were sold off, describing concerts performed by Malay slaves, murders committed in the locality
under the influence of opium, comments on Dutch trade policy and other details concerning the locality.
At Bencoolen he is laid low for a fortnight by “Bencoolen Fever”. He comments on the various delicious
fruits grown there, recording details concerning life at Fort Marlborough, the British fort built by the
East India Company, and describing the “son of the prince who was dethroned at Madura” in the employment of the Company.Welsford offers his observations on the “gentlemen of the settlement” at Bencoolen
living with “Malay women”, describing their “chewing beetle nut” and treating their hair with coconut
oil. The Francis then sails on to collect cargos of pepper at “Poolo Bay” and the small island of “Poolo
Pisang, Croé”, Welsford describing the small number of English residents there. Homeward-bound, his
observations become more philosophical. He offers his thoughts on the desire to accumulate wealth that
drives men to mercantile endeavours in remote locations and records the psychological challenge of being
becalmed for more than a week, in addition to recounting the mistreatment of the ship’s goat, reading
Shakespeare at sea and describing albatross and flying fish.
An absorbing voyage account, these journals are of particular value for the rare record of impressions of
Indonesia in the late eighteenth century, offering a glimpse of merchant life in British Bencoolen and
Batavia.
£4500
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“FIRST ASIATIC STUDENTS OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS”

2. [MEDICINE.] The first Asiatic students of the Royal College of Surgeons London.
London. Published 1846 by J. Hogarth 5 Haymarket.W.H. Mote. [after] R.R. Scanlan. Engraving (sheet 30.1
x 26cm), slight wear along lower edge, a few small dust marks at extremities of margins, very good.

Published in 1846, this print displays a group portrait of the four “first Asiatic students of the Royal
College of Surgeons London”: Soorjo Coomar Goodeve Chuckerbutty (c.1826-1874), later professor of materia medica at Calcutta Medical College; Gopal Chunder Seal; Bholanath Bose and
Dwarkanath Bose. The medical training of these Indian Brahmin students was facilitated by the
British physician Henry Goodeve (1807-1884), professor of midwifery and anatomy at Calcutta
Medical College.

This appears to be a rare print.The only other example we have traced is held at the British Museum
(1866,0407.725). There is a slight variation in the lettering of the imprint – it may be that the BM
example is a proof state.
£650
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SYNAGOGUE ON THE CARIBBEAN ISLAND OF NEVIS

3. [NEVIS.][Conveyance (lease for a year [and release]); Samuel Harris of the Island of St Christopher, esquire to John Ward of the Island of St Christopher, esquire: a piece of land (15 acres) in
the parish of St Paul.]
[Nevis.] 1 [& 2] February 1761. Manuscript indenture, ink on single sheet of paper (approx. 30 x 60cm) in English, red wax
seal at foot impressed with fob seal impression of arms of [Samuel Harris?], section of paper excised at foot [removing signature
of Samuel Harris], a few small tears along old folds touching a few letters but not affecting legibility, verso with some light dust
marking in places & several contemporary manuscript endorsements (affidavit of witness Thomas Bridgwater recording his presence
at the execution of the document, signed by Bridgewater & Alexander Kenzeack, esquire, one of the justices of the court of King’s
Bench and Common Pleas in the Island of Nevis, 2 June 1761; signature of “A Henderson” deputary secretary, recording entry “in
Book M pages 19 & 20” in the Secretary’s office of the island of Nevis, 29 Jan 1765”), in a very good state of preservation.

Containing a rare mid-eighteenth century reference to a synagogue on the Caribbean island of Nevis, this document
of 1 February 1761 records the leasing by Samuel Harris Esq. (d.1773?) to John Ward Esq., both “of the island of
Saint Christopher”, of a piece of land, “by estimation fifteen acres ... bounded to the East with lands belonging to
Ralph Willett Esquire ... To the West with the Common Path ... To the North with lands belonging to the said John
Ward ...To the South with ... the common path leading from the Jews Synagogue ...” A Sephardic Jewish community
on the island of Nevis is recorded from at least the 1670s to the close of the 1760s. The reference in this document
must be to the synagogue at Charlestown (parish of Saint Paul), the capital of the island of Nevis, which is thought
to have been built in the 1680s. Born on Nevis, Alexander Hamilton (1755-1804) attended the Jewish school attached to this synagogue in the 1760s.

For mention of this document, see: Vere Langford Oliver, Carribbeana: being miscellaneous papers relating to the
history, genealogy, topography and antiquities of the British West Indies, London, 1910-19, vol. 3, p.226.
£1750
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RECORD OF SLAVES ON ST. LUCIA SUGAR PLANTATION

4. [ST. LUCIA.] [Conveyance for 10 shillings; William John Jolliffe of Merstham in Surrey, clerk,
with the consent of Messrs Inglis and Company of Mark Lane (John Inglis, John Bellingham Inglis
and James Inglis) to Charles Campbell of Bishopsgate Street, merchant, John Deacon of Bishopsgate Street, merchant and Alexander Gillespie of America Square, London, merchant: all that
sugar estate called the Union (249 squares of land) in the district of Castries ... ]
[London.] 23 February 1822. Manuscript indenture, ink on 7 joined membranes of vellum (each approx. 69 x 59cm) in English,
consisting of conveyance sheet & 6 sheets of “Schedules” listing slaves, foot of innermost membrane with signatures ofW. John Joliffe,
John Inglis, John B. Inglis, James Inglis, John Deacon, Cha. Campbell, A. Gillespie with red wax seals adjacent, outermost sheet
verso with some dustiness to docket panel & penned with contemporary manuscript endorsement & signatures of witnesses, old
folds, very good.

This large indenture on seven sheets of vellum records the sale 23 February 1822 by Rev. William John Jolliffe
(1764-1835) of a Caribbean sugar plantation on the island of St. Lucia: “all that sugar estate called the Union ...
in the district of Castries ... in the island of Saint Lucia ... the whole of which consists of two hundred and forty
nine squares of land ... also all the plantations and others whatsoever of that kind on the estate as also all fruit
hanging by the root and also all erections for the manufacturing of sugar and the buildings and huts of all kinds ...
all the coppers, boilers, utensils of manufacture masons and carpenters tools and other instruments for labour ...
frames, pots, lime ... all the horses, mules, horned and other cattle ... all those slaves upon or belonging to the
said estate”

Recorded over six sheets is a lengthy “schedule” concerning the two hundred and fifty male and female slaves of
the plantation. As noted by the manager John Murchie in 1815, they are listed in family groupings under the headings “names ... surnames ... colour ... employment ... age ... stature ... country ... marks ... relations ... corrections.” Entries under the “country” heading include: “Creole of St. Vincent ... African Ebo ... Creole of this island
... African Moco ... Gold Coast ... Coromantyne ... African Congo ... Creole of Barbadoes ... Windward Coast
... Acada.” In addition, many of the relationships between individuals in different families are noted. The unusually
detailed level of information provided here makes this a rare and valuable documentary record.
£7500
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REGENCY RECIPES IN MANUSCRIPT COOKERY BOOK

5. [COOKERY.] Catherine H. Jackson’s Receipt Book.
[West of England.] 1814. Manuscript, ink on paper. 8vo (12 x 18.5cm) [4], 88, [89-138]pp., a few blank leaves at the
end, flyleaves with some negligible foxing, autograph inscription to front flyleaf “Cath.e H. Jackson’s Receipt Book. 1814”,
marbled pastedowns, contemporary red morocco, rubbed but sound.

Dating from 1814, this carefully-penned manuscript records over 200 recipes written by Catherine H. Jackson
in her “receipt book.” The majority relate to cookery, including meat dishes, soups, jellies, preserves, baking
and puddings, however there are also some medical and household recipes. Examples include: “Calves feet
jelly ... Hare soup ... Puddings without a name ... To make blancmange ... Custard pancakes ... German
puffs ... A baked quince pudding ... Mock turtle ... Beef a la mode ... Ginger bread nuts ... Green sweetmeats
...To fricassee lobster ... Italian cream ...To wash gloves ... For chillblains ...To dye linen yellow ... Barberry
Losenges ... Mustard whey ... Sheep feet jelly ... Brain cakes.” Several recipes show the growing taste for
Asian and oriental flavours: “Lilla pickle ... To make curry powder ... A common curry ... To make yeast the
Turkish manner ... To make Mulgatanny ... Indian arrow root blancmange.” The sources of a number of the
recipes are identified: “Mr. Turton’s white soup ... Mr. Turton’s mince pies ... Mr. Quin’s sauce ... Mrs. Morgan’s lemon ketchup ... ” That the compiler Catherine Jackson resided in the West of England is suggested
by the places of residence cited for several sources, indicating connections with fashionable Bath, Lancashire,
Cheshire and Derbyshire: “Mrs. R. Hibbert of Birtles Hall [Cheshire]” supplied a recipe for an “Orange
drink”; “Mrs Willis, Halsnead Hall [Lancashire] supplied instructions for “Goosberry vinegar”; “Mrs. Phillipson
of Bath” supplied instructions for “Liquid pounce”; “Mrs Gould of Bath” supplied a method “to preserve strawberries whole.” This is an appealing example of a middle-class English cookery manuscript dating from the
era of Jane Austen.
£2500
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PIONEERING STUDY OF DISEASE STATISTICS & WEATHER

6.WINTRINGHAM, Clifton. Commentarium nosologicum, morbos epidemicos et aeris variationes in urbe Eboracensi locisque vicinis, per sedecim annos grassantes complectens ...
Londini,Typis Gul. Bowyer; impensis J.Walthoe. 1733. Second edition. 8vo (12.75 x 20.5cm) 168pp., printed on thick
paper, bound in contemporary gilt-tooled navy morocco, both boards with gilt-tooled composite centrepieces, spine gilt
in compartments, all edges gilt, marbled endpapers, light wear along joints & corners, very good.

A deluxe copy printed on thick paper and bound in contemporary gilt-tooled navy morocco of this pioneering treatise on epidemiology by the York physician Clifton Wintringham (1689-1748). Practising as a
physician in York for more than thirty years, Wintringham became an expert on diseases, publishing several
works on the subject. This is the most significant of his printed medical studies, offering his commentary
on the epidemiology of outbreaks of smallpox, measles and typhus inYork incorporating his own observations
on variations in weather and temperature recorded between 1715 and 1730. With a dedication addressed
to Dr. Richard Mead (1673-1754), this substantially-enlarged second edition, printed in London by the
scholarly printer William Bowyer (1699-1777), followed the much shorter provincially-printed first edition
(York, 1727). It is noteworthy as one of a very small number of epidemiological works published in the
first half of the eighteenth century examining the relationship between weather and disease through the observation of meteorological data. An appealing copy of this scarce and significant book. Maslen & Lancaster.
Bowyer ledgers, 1967.
£2500
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ENGLISH RECUSANT’S PRAYER BOOK PRINTED AT PLANTIN PRESS

7.WILSON, John. Exercitium hebdomadarium, collectore Ioanne Wilsono sacerdote Anglo;
in gratiam piorum Catholicorum.
Antverpiae, Ex Officina Plantiniana Balthasaris Moreti. 1630. [BOUND WITH, AS ISSUED]

[CATHOLIC LITURGY.] Officium passionis Iesu Christi ex oraculis prophetarum desumptum.
Antverpiae, Ex Officina Plantiniana Balthasaris Moreti. 1630. Second editions. 12mo (9 x 15cm) 127 [3], [2, blank];
57, [3]pp., both works printed in red & black, first with engraved Plantin device to title & 8 engravings (each approx.
5.5. x 5.5cm) in the text, second with engraved title-page & 11 engravings, recto of final leaf with woodcut of Plantin
device printed in red, very good in nineteenth century gilt-edged Russia, spine direct-titled in gilt, black endpapers, light
wear to extremities.

This Roman Catholic pocket prayer book was compiled by the English Jesuit priest John Wilson (c.1575c.1645), known in particular for his management of the English College Press at St. Omer. It is bound, as
issued, with a Catholic book of hours, presumably edited by Wilson and printed in the same typographic
format. Printed at Antwerp at the Plantin Press during the tenure of Balthasar Moretus (1574-1641), both
parts here include fine Flemish baroque engravings in the style of Antoine Wierix, including in the second
part a series of 11 scenes depicting the Passion of Christ. The first edition (Antwerp, 1621), also issued together with the second part, appears similarly scarce.

I. OCLC locates 5 copies (Biblioteca Nacional de Espana; Museum Plantin-Moretus; University of Manchester Library; Ushaw College Library; British Library). II. OCLC locates 10 copies (Houghton Library
Harvard; Newberry Library; Museum Plantin-Moretus; University of Manchester Library; Ushaw College
Library; British Library; Stadtsarchief Antwerpen;Vlaamse Erfgoedbibliotheek; US National Gallery of Art
Library; Cambridge University). Funck, M. Le livre Belge à gravures, p. 371; Plantin-Moretus Museum
(Antwerp). Illustration of books published by the Moretuses, no.35, p. 129.
£950
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“GOOD CONDUCT” MEDALS FOR SLAVES ON JAMAICAN PLANTATIONS

8. BECHE, Henry Thomas de la. [Two different medals issued as rewards for “good conduct” on
the Jamaican sugar plantation of Halse Hall, Clarendon.]
I. Medal, copper. [Rome?] T[omasso] Saulini. [c.1823-4.] (diameter 24mm) obverse with left-facing bust of Henry de la Beche
& signature “”T. Saulini” engraved below, reverse bearing text “Halse Hall Jamaica Reward for good conduct,” extremely fine condition. II. Medal, copper. [London,WilliamWyon, 1841.] (diameter 45mm) obverse with right-facing bust of Henry de la Beche,
reverse depicting palm trees & tropical flora with text “Reward for good conduct Halse Hall Jamaica,” extremely fine condition.

These two different copper medals were both intended to be given out on the Jamaican sugar plantation of Halse
Hall, Clarendon, as rewards for good conduct. The obverse of each bears a bust of the geologist Henry Thomas de
la Beche (1796-1855) who inherited the sugar estate from his father.The earlier medal of the two is signed by the
celebrated Roman cameo cutter and engraver Tomasso Saulini (1793-1864). It most probably was produced in advance of 1823 when de la Beche visited Jamaica, spending a year on his estate. Although he supported slavery
reform he was not in favour of abolition, publishing his thoughts in Notes on the present condition of the negroes in
Jamaica (London, 1825) after his return to England. The second medal here, somewhat larger that the first, dates
from 1841. The bust of Henry de la Beche on this medal was modelled by William Wyon (1795-1851), the prominent die-engraver and medallist, for many years chief engraver at the Royal Mint.Though slavery had been abolished
in 1833 and the “apprenticeship” system finished in 1838, many former slaves on Jamaica had no other means of
subsistence other than continuing to toil on sugar plantations. Both of these rare medals are in extremely fine condition.
£2500
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EARLY PLANTATIONS ON ANTIGUA

9. [ANTIGUA.] [Assignment; Elizabeth Bridges of Soho Square in Middlesex, gentlewoman, sister
and sole executrix of William Bridges of the Tower of London, esquire, to Captain John Gamble
of Old Court in County Cork, Ireland, on behalf of Henry Powell of Knockmonetry in County
Limerick: 1. Golden Grove plantation, Antigua; 2. Road plantation, formerly called Kates Bay, Antigua.]
[London.] 4 June 1716. Manuscript indenture, ink on single sheet of vellum (approx. 70 x 60cm) in English, engraved initial
heading (“This indenture”), signatures at foot of “John Gamble” & “Elizabeth Bridges” each with red wax seals (largely intact)
bearing armorial fob seal impressions, contemporary embossed blue tax stamp to margin, ruled in red, verso with manuscript endorsement & signatures of witnesses ThomasWilliams, John Turk, Joseph Adams, John Jones, some dust marking to extremities, verso
with dust marking to docket panel & staining along old folds (not affecting text to recto), some light wear to extremities.

Dated 4 June 1716, this is a rare example of an early eighteenth century indenture concerning ownership of and
benefit from plantations on Antigua. Elizabeth Bridges of Soho Square, London, authorises Captain John Gamble
of Old Court in County Cork, Ireland as her attorney in order to recover the arrears of rents and profits from
two plantations in Antigua. The text notes that Captain Gamble, on behalf of Henry Powell of Knockmonetry in
County Limerick, has represented to Elizabeth Bridges that in 1688 Colonel Edward Powell, formerly governor
of Antigua, conveyed the Golden Grove and Road plantations to her brother William Bridges (d.1714) in trust for
the repayment of a debt of £520 to Thomas Trant of London, gent, who with others has been in possession and receiving the income for many years and has now received more than the principal debt and interest. Mention is
made of the will of 1687 or 1688 of Colonel Edward Powell in which he left his plantations to his nephew Edward
Powell, the eldest son of Colonel Powell’s eldest brother Thomas Powell, who also had male issue George Powell
and Henry Powell. Edward and George being both dead without issue Henry Powell was therefore entitled to the
equity of redemption of the plantations, subject to the payment of the debt to Thomas Trant. The description of
the boundaries of the estates includes mention of several other landowners including Captain John Otto, Edward
Chester, Rev. James Feild, George Dewitt, John Yeamons, Mr Polantine (deceased) & Mr. Brookes.

For mention of this document, see: Vere Langford Oliver, The History of the Island of Antigua, London, 1896,
volume 2.
£1750
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OLD MASTER PRINT COLLECTION AUCTIONED IN BRUSSELS

10. GAUCHERET, F.J. Catalogue d’une tres-belle et riche collection d’estampes, de Rubens,
Van Dyck, Jordaens, Rembrandt,Teniers, Ostade, Brouwer, Carlo Maratti, Guido Rheni, Pietro
Cortone, Callot & autres fameux maitres Italiens, François, & Flamands. Assemblées depuis
longues années par Mr. F. J. Gaucheret ... Dont la vente se fera ... Lundi le 14 Avril 1788 ... &
jours suivans ...
A Bruxelles, chez Ant. Collaer. [1788.] First edition. 8vo (14 x 23cm) [2], 52pp., a few contemporary price notations in
pencil, a crisp, uncut copy in the original stab-sewn blue paper wrapper.
Uncut and stab-sewn in the original blue paper wrapper, this is an appealing copy of a rare auction catalogue
for the sale in Brussels on 14 April 1788 and subsequent days of the old master print collection assembled by
F.J. Gaucheret, “avocat au conseil souverain de Brabant.”The sale, in the “Maison Mortuaire Rue de Beguinage”
was held under the direction of “Sr. Jean Laurent Krafft.”
Lugt 4298. OCLC locates 2 copies only (Getty Research Institute; Institut national d’histoire de l’art).

£950
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POST-INCUNABLE BROADSIDE ORDINANCE FOR HABSBURG FIEFDOMS

11. FERDINAND I. Wir Ferdinand, von gotts genaden, zü Hungern unnd Behaim &c. Künig
... Ertzhertzog zu Osterreich ... Als wir vor etlichen verschinen jaren, in den vermelten
vnnsern Lannden, vnnser offen General Mandat auszgeen, und anschlahen lassen, Darinnen
wir unns gnedigklich bewilligt, wer, oder welhe, vermant, oder verschwigen Lehen unserer
Lehenschafften innhetten ...
[Vienna, Johannes Singriener the Elder, December 1528.] Broadside. Oblong folio (43.5 x 32cm) 24 lines in German,
large xylographic initial “W”, several contemporary signatures [Rudolph von Hohenfeld?; Raymund von Durnberg?] at foot,
with contemporary paper wafer seal attached at food, two vertical folds, uncut, fine condition.

A scarce and fine example of a post-incunable broadside, this ordinance in German fraktur script was printed
in 1528 in Vienna by Johannes Singriener the Elder (1480-1545). It opens with a decorative example of a xylographic initial letter and bears a large paper wafer seal attached at the foot of the document, a vestige of
medieval manuscript culture. Issued under the authority of Ferdinand I (1503-1564), then Archduke of Austria, the ordinance of 20 December 1528 authorises a pardon for holders of unreported fiefdoms in Lower
Austria, mentioning loan arrangements and ordering ratification within one year. Ferdinand at this time was
raising funds for the defence of the Austrian Habsburg kingdoms against the threat of Ottoman invasion.
Recorded as active in Vienna from 1510, Johann Singriener the Elder became one of the most important
printers in Austria in the first half of the sixteenth century, printing in a variety of fonts and languages, including Latin, German (from 1519), Hungarian, French, Greek and Hebrew, and also sheet music.
Mayer, Wiens Buchdruckergeschichte I, p.51, Nr. 131. We have located 3 copies only (University of Pennsylvania; Harvard Houghton Library; Bayerische Staatsbibliothek).
£1250
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FRENCH ABOLITIONIST SOCIETY CONDEMNED

12. [SAINT-CYRAN, Paul-Edme Crublier de.] Refutation du projet des Amis des noirs, sur la suppression de la traite des nègres & sur l’abolition de l’esclavage dans nos colonies ...
[Paris.][De l’Imprimerie de Devaux.] 1790. First edition. 8vo (14 x 22cm) 51, [1]pp., an excellent copy, uncut & stab-sewn, in
later plain paper wrapper in period style.

An excellent copy, uncut & stab sewn, of this attack on the abolitionist designs of the Société de amis des noirs, a
French society based in Paris that operated between 1788 and 1793. The author, Paul Edme Crublier de SaintCyran (1738-1793), a mathematician and high-ranking French military engineer in the West Indies, argues against
the anti-slavery position propounded by Jacques Pierre Brissot (1754-1793), highlighting that France would be
disadvantaged against British interests in the West Indies if Great Britain did not institute abolition, also outlining
his opinions that freeing plantation slaves would lead to insurrection, disorder and the loss by France of her colonies
in the Caribbean.
Sabin 75033; Hogg 2042.

£1250
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ANGLO-RUSSIAN MARITIME TRADE & ALLIANCE

13. [RUSSIA.] Treaty of navigation and commerce between his Britannick Majesty and the
Emperor of Russia. Signed at St. Petersburgh, the 10th/21st day of February, 1797 ...
London, printed by Edward Johnston. 1797. First edition. 4to (17.5 x 22cm) 26pp., text printed in two columns in parallel
French & English, some negligible marginal paper toning, a very good copy, stab-sewn as issued in contemporary blue paper
wrappers, light wear to extremities. [TOGETHER WITH]

[RUSSIA.] Provisional treaty between His Britannick Majesty and His Majesty the Emperor
of all the Russias. Done at St. Petersburgh, the 18th/29th of December 1798 ...
London, printed by Andrew Strahan. 1799. First edition. 4to (19 x 23cm) 13, [1]pp., text printed in two columns in
parallel French & English, some negligible marginal paper toning, a very good copy, stab-sewn as issued in contemporary
blue paper wrappers (stitching renewed to style), light wear to extremities.

First editions, both rare, of these two significant Anglo-Russian treaties negotiated during the tumult of the
late 1790s. The Treaty of navigation and commerce of February 1797 is of particular interest from a mercantile
perspective, detailing arrangements for “perfect freedom of navigation and of commerce in all their dominions
situated in Europe.” Reciprocal trading arrangements listed for Russian and English shipping record agreements concerning the entering of ports, transaction of business, record keeping, payment of taxes and duties,
customs details, legal jurisdictions to be observed, passport regulations, rules governing ammunition, and
special measures concerning “leather, hemp, and lint,” shipwreck and resolution of disputes between merchants.The Provisional treaty of December 1799 outlines the plans for a military alliance between Great Britain
and Russia against nascent Napoleonic France.
I. ESTC lists 4 locations only (bL; nInU-Li; nNHi(2); nIU). II. ESTC lists 3 locations only (bL; bLlp; nMnU).
£750
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FINANCIERS OF RESTORATION LONDON & A FINE COUNTRY MANSION

14. [SWAKELEYS.] [Settlement (bargain and sale enrolled to trustees to levy a fine and suffer a common recovery) for £9700; James Harrington (late called Sir James Harrington of
Swakeley in Middlesex, kt & bt), his wife Dame Katherine Harrington, one of the daughters of Edmund Wright, kt, late lord mayor of London, deceased, Katherine’s son & heir
Edmund Harrington, James Hayes of Lincoln’s Inn, Middlesex, esq, Thomas Raymond of
Gray’s Inn, Middlesex, esq, & Thomas Bland of Barnard’s Inn, London, gent, with John
Fountayne, serjeant at law, to John Morris & Robert Clayton of London, gents, & William
Daynes & George Lulls of London, gents, in trust: 1. The manor of Swakeleys in Middlesex
& the capital messuage or manor house, with its lands (described in detail) near Uxbridge.
2. Messuage & land. 3. Messuage & land called Lewsalls in Harefield. 4.Tenement at Ickenham town end formerly occupied by Thomas Palmer; all in Harefield, Ickenham &
Hillingdon.]
[London.] 23 May 1665. Manuscript indenture, ink on two membranes of vellum (largest approx. 72 x 58cm) in English, finely-penned initial calligraphic “T”, both sheets ruled in red with sepia penwork foliage border, signed at foot by
James Harrington, Katherine Harrington, Edmund Harrington, James Hayes,Thomas Raymond,Thomas Bland, John
Fountayne, John Morris, Robert Clayton,William Daynes & George Lulls, with 11 plaited silk cords (6 bearing intact
red wax seals bearing armorial impressions of fob seals, 4 fragments, 1 lost, 3 with old wire repairs, 3 with partial
remains of [contemporary?] bentwood box skippets), signed at margin of inner sheet “Thomas Estconet”, verso of outermost
sheet bearing signatures of witnesses: RichardWood, JohnWood;Thomas Rose,William Pendlebury;William Harington,
John Thompson,Thomas Tyndale, John Burton,William Belke, Peter Clayton;William Hooker, EdwardVaughan,William
Parslow, John Burton;William Harington,W. Smith;Thomas Mayhew, Peter Clayton (servants to John Morris & Robert
Clayton);William Babb, John Jones, endorsement recording enrolment on the dorse of the Close Roll of Chancery by
Humphrey Hyde, 5 July 1665, some dustiness to verso of lower half of outermost sheet, old folds, in very good condition.

Decorated with a finely-penned foliage border to both sheets, with wax seals appended on luxurious red
and white silk plaited cords, this imposing indenture evokes the pomp of the Restoration era during the
early years of the reign of king Charles II.The manor of Swakeleys in Ickenham to the North West of London was enhanced by the building in 1638 of a substantial red brick mansion in the Dutch style, erected
for the Lord Mayor of London Sir Edmund Wright (1573-1643). Swakeleys passed to his daughter Katherine (1617-1675), wife of the politician James Harrington (1607-1680). Royal displeasure as a result of
Harrington’s alignment with the parliamentary side during the 1640s caused Harrington to flee to continental exile in Antwerp. Preparatory to the sale of the Swakeleys estate to the goldsmith and banker Sir
Robert Vyner (1631-1688) in 1665, this document bears, in addition to those of the Harringtons, the
signature of the judge Sir Thomas Raymond (1626-1683) and the signatures of the pioneering bankers
Sir Robert Clayton (1629-1707) and John Morris (1625-1682), the leading lenders to private landowners
during the Restoration era.
£1750
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EARLY ANGLO-GERMAN DOUBLE GRAMMAR WITH DIALOGUES

15. OFFELEN, Heinrich. A double grammar for Germans to learn English; and for English-men to
learn the German-tongue: wherein all Latine words, belonging to the grammar, are translated
both into the German and English tongue.Treating besides of the derivation of the English tongue,
with all grammatical rules, and dialogues ... Zwey-fache Gründliche Sprach-Lehr, für
Hochteutsche, Englisch, und für Engelländer Hochteutsch zu lernen ...
London, printed for the author, and are to be sold by Nath.Thompson ... 1687. First edition. 8vo (12 x 19cm) [24], 136, [4],
242, 245-269, [9]pp., (complete), facing title-pages in English & German, light marginal toning to first 4 leaves (1 with small
marginal tear, no loss of printed text), outer margin of verso of C8 with blank strip of old paper spine label attached (not touching
text), flyleaf with ink inscription:“cost 18d. from D. Brown Lond. 1702”, engraved heraldic bookplate (“In promptu”), twentieth
century book labels of “Alan Lubbock” & “Peter StewartYoung,” a very good crisp copy in well-preserved contemporary speckled calf.
First edition, rare, of this pioneering seventeenth century “double grammar for Germans to learn English; and for
English-men to learn the German tongue.” The work of Heinrich Offelen, “doctor in law, and professor of seven
languages,” it bears a lengthy dedication in both English and German to Prince George of Denmark (1653-1708)
with musings on Anglo-Teutonic connections. The preface notes encouragement received from the painter Sir
Godfrey Kneller (1646-1723). A selection of poems addressed to Offelen is included also, with verses from supporters in Dutch, Spanish, Italian, English, Latin, German and French. The second part of the volume is titled separately The German or Highdutch grammar. In addition to the grammar is included a vocabulary and a selection of
bilingual dialogues themed primarly on mercantile mattters and travel talk, finishing with a “a compendium of the
state of the German empire.”
Wing O145. ESTC locates 8 copies only (British Library; Cambridge University; Bodleian Library Oxford; Folger
Shakespeare Library; Houghton Library Harvard; Newberry Library; University of Minnesota; Yale Sterling Memorial Library).
£4500
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ABOLITIONIST EMBLEM ON CAST-IRON TOBACCO BOX

16. [SLAVERY.] [Abolitionist cast-iron tobacco box, the lid with image of a kneeling enchained
slave and legend “Humanity.”]
[England, Coalbrookdale?, c.1800.] Tobacco box, cast iron (dimensions when closed approx 14 x 9 x 7.5cm) the lid cast with
emblem of a kneeling enchained slave, legend “Humanity” & initials “E H,” with additional brass-handled internal compressor,
much of the exterior original black paint remaining, some surface rust patination (particularly to the interior) but sound, overall
in a very good state of preservation.
The lid of this cast-iron tobacco box bears a version of the device of the The society for effecting the abolition of
the slave trade, depicting an enchained African slave, with legend “Humanity.” The cast initials “E H” relate presumably to the name of the owner. The box can be dated to c.1800, a possible place of manufacture being the
Coalbrookdale ironworks in Shropshire. The design was modelled originally by William Hackwood at the behest
of Josiah Wedgwood (1730-1795) for production in 1787 at Wedgwood’s factory Etruria on a ceramic medallion
with accompanying legend “Am I not a man and a brother”. This abolitionist emblem was popularised swiftly on
all manner of household objects including jewellery, fob seals and brooches.With hindsight the choice of a tobacco
box as an object to decorate with a symbol of the abolitionist cause seems questionable, given that, like sugar, tobacco was a crop manufactured by slave labour - nonetheless a relatively large number of these tins seem to have
been produced.
We have traced similar examples at the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, London (ZBA2439) and The
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation (2017-294, A&B).
£2500
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MIXED RACE MILITIA IN FRENCH WEST INDIES DURING AMERICAN WAR

17. D’ARGOUT, Robert. [Military commission signed, appointing Jean Baptiste de Cressac as
“capitaine d’Infanterie Mulatres” in the militia of Port-de-Paix batallion, parish of Gros
Morne, Saint-Domingue.]
“Au Cap” [Cap-Française, Saint Domingue], 25 June 1779. Military commission signed, single sheet of vellum. Oblong
folio (37 x 25.5cm) Printed form (letterpress), with manuscript completions in ink, signed at foot “Dargout”, residue from
red wax seal impression (seal gone), old folds, light wear to extremities, very good.

A scarce example of a French military commission issued in the Caribbean during the American War of Independence, this document on vellum bears the signature of the French governor general of the island of
Saint-Domingue (now Haiti), Robert-Maurice comte d’Argout (d.1780), Creole sugar plantation owner and
former governor of Martinique (1776-1777). Dated 25 June 1779, this commission appoints Jean-Baptiste
de Cressac, a Creole owner of plantations of coffee, indigo and cotton as captain in the mixed race infantry
(“d’Infanterie Mulatres”) in the Saint-Domingue militia, Port-de-Paix batallion, parish of Gros Morne.
NewYork Public Library holds a substantial collection of papers relating to Jean-Baptiste de Cressac (MssCol
17926).

£1650
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CHETHAM ARMS
ON BAROQUE FOB SEAL

18. [CHETHAM.][A triple-sided rotating fob seal bearing the arms of the
Chetham family and related crest.]
[England, c.1700.] Fob seal, steel (height 3.3cm)
the triple-sided rotating matrix mounted within a
decorative pierced housing incorporating suspension
loop, spring-operated central locking slide, in a
very good state of preservation.
Displaying skilled English craftsmanship and
dating from c.1700, this triple-sided rotating
fob seal bears matrices engraved with the
arms of the Chetham family, a demi-griffin
crest and a classical male head. These arms
were granted to the Manchester financier
and philanthropist Humphrey Chetham
(1580-1653) in the 1630s, remembered in
particular for his substantial charitable bequests, most notably the opening of
Chetham’s Hospital and Library in 1656, the
library being the most ancient public library
in the English-speaking world.
£1750
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CATALOGUE OF KUFIC COIN COLLECTION

19. HALLENBERG, Jonas. Collectio nummorum cuficorum, quos aere expressos, addita eorum
interpretatione, subjunctoque alphabeto cufico ...
Stockholmiae, apud Henric. A. Nordström. 1800. First edition. 8vo (10.5 x 16.7cm) [2], 72, [2]pp., 10 engraved plates (8
illustrating coins; 2 illustrating kufic script), crisp & uncut in contemporary blue paper-covered boards, front pastedown with
modern ink ownership inscription of Bengt Hildebrand, pencil inscription indicating provenance of Björn Hesse, light wear to
extremities.

An excellent copy, uncut in contemporary boards, of the first edition of this catalogue of kufic coins compiled
by the Swedish historian, numismatist, antiquary and philologist Jonas Hallenberg (1748-1834). One of the earliest works on the subject, it is noteworthy in particular for engravings illustrating examples of coins dating
from the eighth to eighteenth century, together with historical commentary and explanations of kufic script. In
addition, the kufic text from the coins has been transcribed and printed in Arabic type. Hallenberg taught history
at the University of Uppsala before moving to the Swedish Royal Archives, being appointed Historiographer
Royal in 1781. The latter part of his career was occupied in particular with numismatic researches, leading to
his appointment as supervisor of the Royal Swedish Coin Cabinet. Study of kufic coins in Sweden was supported
by the discovery of Arab coinage in various Viking hoards. Scarce.

OCLC locates 8 copies only (Bibliothèque Nationale de France; British Library; National Library of Sweden;
SOAS; Royal Danish Library; Bibliothèque de Genève; Bibliothèque d’art et d’archéologie Genève; Musée monétaire cantonal de Lausanne).
£2500
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ABOLITIONIST MESSAGE PROMOTED ON SILVER MEDAL

20. [SLAVERY.] [Medal bearing Wedgwood’s design of an enchained slave, with text:] Am I not a
man and a brother.
[London?, c.1790.] Medal, silver (diameter 3.3cm) obverse with design of kneeling slave and text beginning “Am I not a man
...”, reverse with text beginning “Whatsoever ye would ...”, fine, obverse better, old tone.

This medal in silver manufactured c.1790 was issued to promote the message of the Society for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave Trade. Soon after the formation of the Society in 1787 a jasperware medallion was modelled by
William Hackwood (d.1836) at the behest of master potter Josiah Wedgwood (1730-1795) depicting an enchained
slave accompanied by text “Am I not a man and a brother?” This seminal image had been chosen as the emblem of
the Society and occupies the obverse of this medal, the reverse bearing the text “Whatsoever ye would that men
should do to you, do ye even so to them.” During the 1790s abolitionist designs were incorporated into many
everyday items such as tobacco tins, fob seals, tokens and medals of this type, which were sold presumably to raise
funds for the abolitionist cause.

BHM 269. Examples in silver are rare, the medal being found much more usually in a pewter-like white metal.
Despite holding several variants of this medal the British Museum appears not to hold an example in silver.
£2250
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EGYPTIAN JUDICIAL
REFORMS UNDER
NAPOLEONIC RULE PRINTED IN CAIRO

21. [EGYPT.] ... Au
quartier-général
du
Kaire, le 10 vendémiaire
an 9 de la République
Française, une et indivisible. Ordre du jour,
du 10 vendémiaire an 9
...
[Au Kaire, de L’Imprimerie Nationale.] [1800.] First edition.
4to (20.5 x 29cm) [6]pp., drophead title, woodcut French device
of “Republique Francaise” at head
of first page, a few small marginal tears & one small old marginal paper repair (these not
touching text), two negligible
pin holes, postally used with
verso of final leaf bearing contemporary manuscript address
panel penned “Au citoyen
Pétruccy payeur de Ier. arrondissement à Siouth”, related
postal ink stamp “Le Caire”, unbound as issued, very good.

Printed in Cairo at the French Imprimerie Nationale this rare six page proclamation of 2 October 1800
outlines plans for the Napoleonic reorganisation of the Egyptian judiciary and judicial system. The
text, arranged over six pages under twenty-four headings, includes much detail: establishment of a
divan (high-level government ministry) at Cairo composed of prominent Egyptian shaikhs from Cairo,
Alexandria, Damietta and elsewhere; consultation of Coptic, Syrian and Greek leaders; the French
General en Chef to head the general administration of justice in Egypt and liaise with the divan; advice
that under the French system no payments will be demanded for appointment to the divan; French citizens of any rank not permitted to intervene in the exercise of Egyptian Islamic law; French citizens
to be tried under a special tribunal organised by the General en Chef; appointment of interpreters,
archivist, scribes and other officials to assist in the functioning of the divan. Issued under the authority
of Jacques-François de Menou (1750-1810) in his capacity as General en Chef, this copy bears a contemporary manuscript address panel
indicating it was posted to an official named Petrucci, employed in
the position of payeur at Siouth (now
Asyut). A significant document in
the history of the interaction between European and Islamic modes
of governance, this substantial
proclamation is of interest also as a
product of the French government
printing press at Cairo.
No copy traced in OCLC. The text
was reprinted in Piéces officielles de
l’armée d’Égypte (Paris, 1800).
£2500
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MASTER PRINTMAKER OF THE NORTHERN RENAISSANCE

22. [LEYDEN, Lucas van.] [Golgotha.]
[Antwerp?] 1517. [i.e. late sixteenth century - after 1566.] Engraving, ink on paper (platemark approx. 41.8 x 29.1cm;
sheet approx. 42.7 x 29.6cm) monogram “L” in plate at foot of sheet, on heavy laid paper with no watermark, blank verso with
small old adhesions at tips of two corners (not visible to recto), blank verso with some negligible dust marks, in a very good
state of preservation.

This large and detailed engraving was produced in 1517 by the Dutch painter and printmaker Lucas van Leyden
(1494-1533), one of the most celebrated masters of the Northern Renaissance. In this depiction of the scene
outside the walls of Jerusalem at Golgotha, also known as Mount Calvary, van Leyden has placed the Crucifixion
in the background, populating the foreground with groups of peasants, huntsmen, nobleman and soldiers in
conversation, their dress being that of the Low Countries at the end of the fifteenth century. At the foot of the
plate is the artist’s monogram, “L”, the date 1517 being engraved to the lower right of the print. After van Leyden’s death in 1533 his plates are thought to have been purchased by the Antwerp printmaker Maarten Peeters
(c.1500-c.1566). He republished this print, adding his imprint at the lower right of the sheet as “Martin Petri
excude in insigni aurei fontis.” The example of the print offered here can be identified as state VI (see: New
Hollstein), in which the plate has been reworked, in particular by the lightening of the sky through the removal
of some of the cloud formations, and the imprint of Peeters being removed from the plate. It seems probable
that these changes to the plate were made after the death of Peeters by a subsequent owner, suggesting a printing
date after 1566. Demand for impressions of van Leyden’s prints remained strong throughout the sixteenth century and he exerted a significant influence on the subsequent flowering of Dutch printmaking.
New Hollstein (Dutch & Flemish, vol. X), 74:VI.

£3250
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OTTOMAN FIRMAN FOR BLACK SEA ISSUED TO SUNDERLAND MERCHANT SHIP

23. [LEVANT TRADE.] [Ottoman firman for the Black Sea issued to a ship captained by Matthew
Wilburne of Monkwearmouth.]
[Constantinople, 3 June 1813.] Manuscript, ink on single sheet of thick laid paper (approx. 53 x 77cm) [1] page, 8 lines in Ottoman Turkish in black ink, watermarks including “GFA” (indicating Fratelli Gava manufactory of Lombardy & Venice?), a few
negligible stains, old folds, verso with contemporary ink annotations in Ottoman Turkish & English:“ship [owner]William Spence
- [ship] master MatthewWilburne, Mar Nero ... Firman obtained in Constantinople 3 June 1813”, some light dustiness to verso,
very good.
This scarce example of an Ottoman manuscript naval firman for entry into the Black Sea was issued during the
reign of Sultan Mahmud II (1785-1839) in Constantinople 3 June 1813 to Matthew Wilburne of Monkwearmouth,
captaining a merchant ship owned by the Sunderland ship owner William Spence.

“A firman has to be obtained from the Turkish authorities at Constantinople before a vessel is allowed to proceed
into the Black Sea, which must be delivered up, or shown to an officer who comes off in a boat, when vessels are
passing the batteries at the foot of the Giant’s Mount. It saves time if, upon arrival at the Dardanelles, the master
of the vessel writes to his ship chandler at Constantinople (stating name of vessel, quantity of cargo, number of
crew, and also where bound to), who will then order the Firman, and have it in readiness by the time the vessel
arrives at the Bosphorus. The Firman has to be ordered two or three days before it can be obtained; so that if a
vessel arrives at Constantinople with a southerly wind, and the Firman is not ready, it may cause a detention, as
the Bosphorus cannot be passed through without a fair wind. The usual time to expect a southerly wind, and
thereby to enable vessels to proceed through the Bosphorus into the Black Sea, is at the full and change of the
moon; but it generally lasts only a few hours in summer”(The mercantile marine magazine, vol.1, London, 1854,
p.25).
£950
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SKERRETTS PLANTATION ON ANTIGUA

24. [ANTIGUA.] [Assignment of rights for £4000; John Ellis of Mamhead in Devon, esquire, and
George Ellis of Sunninghill in Berkshire, esquire, trustees of Peter Parker, bt, deceased, with his
grandson Peter Parker of Upper Brook Street, Grosvenor Square, bt, Captain RN, to Christopher
Codrington of Dodington in Gloucestershire, esquire: The Skerretts Plantation (500 acres) in the
parish of St. John, Antigua, with the dwelling house, windmill, boiling house, curing house, still
house and buildings, with all the slaves, cattle and utensils.]
[London.] 9 August 1814, with endorsements 19 August 1815. Manuscript indenture, ink on 3 joined vellum membranes (each
approx. 73 x 58cm) in English, signature of George Ellis at foot, signatures of witnesses to outermost sheet verso (Richard Grant,
Philip Stone, Julius Hutchinson, Henry Kensit the younger), middle sheet verso with endorsements including statement by Marianne
Parker of Upper Brook Street, Grosvenor Square, widow of Sir Peter Parker, also statement by John Ellis (George Ellis having died
7 Apr 1815) of his receipt of £4000, witnessed by Henry John Ridley, MA, clerk and Dr Thomas Street Richardson, clerk, 19
August 1815, some dustiness to docket panel on verso of outermost sheet, old folds, very good.

This indenture of 1814-15 records the assignment to the wealthy slave owner and politician Christopher Bethell
Codrington (1764-1843) by the trustees and grandson of Sir Peter Parker (1785-1814) of rights to a sugar plantation on Antigua called Skerretts. The document recites details concerning the history of ownership of the estate.
Numbering 500 acres in the parish of St. John, it was named after owner Robert Skerrett, later becoming known
as Clare Hall estate.
£750
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INHERITING SUGAR PLANTATIONS
IN ANTIGUA

25. LOVELL, Langford. [Autograph letter
signed, to Christopher Bethell Esq., with
news from Antigua, including details of the
visit to the island made by Bethell’s nephew
[Christopher Bethell Codrington], discussions concerning the sale of several plantations, an update on the sugar crop and
comments on the French Revolution and
outbreak of war.]
Antigua, 12 April 1793; & copy letter signed Antigua 12
March 1793. Autograph letter signed. Folio (25 x 40.5cm)
[2 1/2 ] pages in total, on bifolium, verso of second leaf
of bifolium with manuscript address panel to “Christopher
Bethell Esq. Anti Gallican Coffeehouse London” with related
postal markings, “Antigua” handstamp, remains of seal in
red wax, second leaf with small marginal tear from seal
opening (no loss of text), old folds, very good.

This substantial letter addressed to the plantation
owner Christopher Bethell (d.1797) of Durhams,
South Mimms, Middlesex, was penned from the
Caribbean island of Antigua in 1793 by attorney
Langford Lovell (1732-1795). The two letters here
(12 April & 12 March) include details of a visit to
Antigua in 1793 made by Bethell’s “nephew”, presumably the plantation owner Christopher Bethell
Codrington (1764-1843), who would inherit
Bethell’s estates in the West Indies in 1797 and had already inherited substantial holdings from another uncle,
Sir William Codrington (1719-1792). Mention is made of visits to various locations in Antigua including
Bolans and Jennings, with note of a planned to trip to Barbuda. During his stay Codrington appears to have
been engaged in collecting information concerning Skerretts, an estate on Antigua. Also there is much discussion on the question of whether the executors of the will of a “Mr Martin”, perhaps Samuel Martin (17141788), could legally bring certain estates on Antigua to sale for payment of arrears due, with mention of legal
opinions being sought from “Mr Mansfield,” most probably the lawyer Sir James Mansfield (1734-1821).
Other content includes comments on news of the execution of French king Louis XVI, the outbreak of war,
and notes on shipping and the Antigua sugar crop: “we are proceeding in taking off our present crop, but it
will not come up to the expect[atio]n of many planters, for we find upon many estates, a fourth at least of it
destroyed by borer lodged rotten and rat-eaten canes ...”
£950
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AMERICAN WAR & FRENCH REVOLUTION - A WARNING TO ENGLAND

26. [SAYERS, James.] The repeal of the Test Act A vision.
[London.] JSayer fect. Published by Thos. Cornell Bruton Street 16th Febry 1790. Engraving (platemark approx. 35.1 x
50.3cm; sheet approx. 38.3 x 54.3cm), old central horizontal fold, large margins (uncut in places), some slight wear & a few
small tears at extremities of sheet, negligible foxing to lower margin beyond platemark, a very good impression on thick laid
paper.

Published 16 February 1790 in London this large and complex satirical print was intended to warn England of
the dangers of political and religious factionalism. The shadows cast by the American War of Independence and
the French Revolution loom large.The caricaturist and propagandist James Sayers (1748-1823) was a prominent
opponent of dissenters and an ally of prime minister William Pitt the Younger (1750-1806). Speaking from the
pulpit simultaneously are three men, the dissenting natural philosopher Dr. Joseph Priestley (1733-1804), the
nonconformist Rev. Richard Price 1723-1791 and the Unitarian minister Theophilus Lindsey (1723-1808). At
the head of the sheet is draped an American flag. Among the radicals in the congregation is found the Englishborn American political activist Thomas Paine (1737-1809). At this time Charles James Fox (1749-1806), depicted centre left, was campaigning for the repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts which limited the freedoms
of both Protestant dissenters and Roman Catholics, however conservatives feared their repeal would unleash
political forces that could imperil the monarchy. BM Satires 17628 (see BM notes to impression J,1.7 for a commentary concerning this print). Scarce.
£1250
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JOHN & MARY EVELYN AT DEPTFORD

27. [EVELYN, John.] [Re-settlement (covenant to levy a fine and suffer a recovery to permit sale
by lease and release) and separation agreement; Charles Theyer of Coopers Hill in Brockworth,
Gloucestershire, gent, and his wife Amphillis; John Evelyn of Deptford, esquire, and his wife Mary,
Benjamin Doune, citizen and apothecary of London, and Henry Fox of St. Clement Dane, Middlesex, cordwainer; to Sir John Musters of Hornsey in Middlesex, knight and bt, and John Jekyll
the elder, citizen and haberdasher of London, in trust: 1. Two capital messuages called Coopers
and a messuage called Hampen in Brockworth, Gloucestershire, land in Upton St. Leonard in
Gloucester and other property. 2. Messuage called Pincott and land in Upton St. Leonards,
Gloucestershire. 3. Capital messuage or great brick house, stable, buildings and land, seven other
messuages and yards and other property in Deptford and West Greenwich, formerly the property
of Amphillis Musters and Elizabeth Middleton, settled with ultimate remainder to Charles and
Amphillis Theyer in 1675.]
[London.] [1 &] 2 October 1685. Manuscript indenture, ink on 3 membranes of vellum (largest approx. 73 x 61cm) in English,
outermost sheet with fine calligraphic printed heading “This indenture”, innermost sheet signed by Charles Theyer, Amphillis
Theyer, John Evelyn, Mary Evelyn & John Jekyll, six vellum tags, seals gone (some wax residues remaining), endorsed with signatures
of witnesses Edward Hirst, Thomas Marriott, Edward Young, Joseph Henson, verso of outermost membrane with some dustiness,
some wear along old folds & at extremities.
This substantial indenture bears the signatures of the diarist and writer John Evelyn (1620-1706), his wife Mary
Evelyn (c.1635-1709), Charles Theyer (b.1651) of Coopers Hill, Brockworth, Gloucestershire, his wife Amphillis
Theyer, and the politician and haberdasher John Jekyll (1611-1690). The Evelyns resided at the Sayes Court estate
in Deptford from between c.1647 and 1694, their signatures here being penned as trustees.The document appears
to have been drawn up on account of the separation of Charles and Amphillis Theyer, the text noting the debts of
Charles Theyer and desire to sell the Gloucestershire land for their payment, and settle land in Deptford and West
Greenwich on Amphillis: “great differences, quarrels, debates and controversies betwixt the said Charles Theyer
and Amphillis his wife since their intermarriage one with the other that they cannot quietly and comfortably live
and cohabit together.”

£1250
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ROCOCO ORNAMENTS IN ENGRAVED
“DRAWING BOOK”

28. LOCK, Matthias. A
new drawing book of
ornaments, shields,
compartments, masks,
&c ...
[London.] Printed for Robt.
Sayer printseller in Fleet
Street, London. [c.1768.] Second edition? 4to (16.5 x
19cm) [6] leaves, each with
engraving to recto (including
engraved title), some negligible
offsetting to blank versos of
leaves, contemporary blue
paper wrappers, wrapper with
a few old stains, very good.
A very good copy in contemporary blue paper
wrappers of this scarce rococo “drawing book” displaying
“ornaments,
shields, compartments,
masks, &c.” drawn and engraved by the furniture
carver and rococo designer
Matthias Lock Sr. for the
London printseller Robert
Sayer (1725-1794). Dateable to c. 1768, this is the
second issue, with new
title-page, of this suite of 6
plates, following a first
issue of c. 1740[?], though
no complete set of the first
issue is known to exist.

See: Ward-Jackson, Peter.
English furniture designs
of the eighteenth century,
London, 1958, p. 38-9.
£950
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OLD MASTER PAINTINGS COLLECTED IN HOLLAND BY DANISH CONSUL

29.WEST, Hans. Raisonneret Catalog over Consul West’s Samling af Malerier med Indledning samt
Liste over Haandtegninger, Figurer, Kobberstik og trykte Værker Samlingen tilhörende.
Kiöbenhavn,Trykt hos Andreas Seidelin. 1807. First edition. 8vo (12.9 x 20cm) lxxv, [1], 348pp., a fine copy, clean & fresh in
contemporary tree calf gilt, spine gilt-tooled with decoration to a neoclassical design, original red leather label titled in gilt,
contemporary name gilt-tooled on spine indicating ownership of “F. C. Raben”, with related bookplate of Raben’s Christiansholm
estate & 2 related ink stamps (flyleaf & title-page), marbled pastedowns, some negligible wear to extremities.

A superior copy of the first edition of this printed catalogue of old master paintings collected by Hans West (17581811). Consisting of 166 paintings of Dutch, Flemish, Italian and French origin of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, the collection was assembled by West following his appointment in 1802 as Danish consul in Holland.
In addition various drawings, prints and sculptures are listed also. Incorporating descriptions of the paintings and
historical and biographical notes on artists, the book was written and published by West himself after his return to
Copenhagen, his lengthy preface being dated 6 December 1806. The paintings were exhibited and in 1809 were
purchased for the Royal Danish collection.

From 1788 West had been occupied as a schoolmaster on the Danish island colony of St. Croix in the West Indies,
publishing his observations as Bidrag til Beskrivelse over Ste Croix ... (Copenhagen, 1793) and assembling an important
collection of natural history specimens from around the Caribbean. This copy, in fine condition in an appealing
contemporary neoclassical binding, is from the library of the Danish traveller and amateur naturalist Frederik
Christian Raben (1769-1838). Bibliotheca Danica I: 1109.
£1250
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AFRO-MEXICAN BULLFIGHTER ON HORSEBACK

30. [ROZAS HERNANDEZ, Ramon de.] El Rey N.tro S.or (que Dios guarde) se ha servido señalar
el lunes veinte y dos del presente mes de Octubre de 1792 ... para la decimasexta ... corrida de
Toros ... mandará y presidirá la plaza el Sr. Juan de Morales Guzmán y Továr, corregidor de esta
villa ...
[Madrid, 1792.] Printed broadside, oblong folio (approx. 41 x 30cm) text framed by decorative printed border, old folds, very
good.

Advertising a day of bullfighting in Madrid on 22 October 1792, this broadside lists the different matadors performing, the number of bulls and names of their owners, and details concerning the scheduling and organisation.
Of particular interest is a rare record of a performance by the Afro-Mexican bullfighter Ramon de Rozas Hernández. Born in the Mexican port city of Veracruz, he became well known in Spain as a rejoneador, a bullfighter on
horseback, the text here noting that he would be attempting to repeat his feats of 1784. Also listed amongst the
bullfighters appearing on this day is the matador Pedro Romero (1754-1839), alongside his brothers Josef and Antonio. Born in the southern Spanish town of Ronda into a lineage of famous matadors, Pedro Romero is perhaps
the most celebrated bullfighter in history. Credited with facing over 5500 bulls unscathed, he retired in 1799,
setting up a school for matadors. His portrait was painted by Goya and he was depicted performing in a print in
the artist’s La Tauromaquia (1816) series. Broadsides advertising bullfights from this early date appear to be of the
utmost rarity.
OCLC lists a single copy of 1 broadside for this 1792 season (16 July: “decima corrida”).

£950
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